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Summary

Actuators interface the information processing part of automation systems and the processes that are to be controlled and hold therefore a key position, which is similar to the
sensor technology. An essential reason for the growing interest in piezoelectric, magnetostrictive and electrostrictive materials as well as in shape memory alloys is their capability to perform sensing and actuation tasks simultaneously. With these inherent sensory capabilities, the materials can adopt both sensing and actuation functions in mechatronic systems.
Operating in this way the combination of these solid-state transducers with an information processing unit is frequently called self-sensing actuators. They favor a miniaturized, simpler and cheaper mechatronic system design and are therefore regarded as a
key technology in the 21st century. Until recently, the actuation information necessary
to achieve a self-sensing actuator has been separated from the sensing information on
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the basis of linear actuator models. In practice, however, undesired complex hysteresis
nonlinearities appear in all smart materials due to the high driving amplitudes. These
highly nonlinear effects make it impossible to distinguish between sensing information
and actuation information by means of linear actuator models.
This article presents novel control and signal processing methods based on hysteresis
operators. They allow the compensation of these nonlinearities in real time and consequently the linearization and decoupling of sensor and actuator operation. The practical
application of these control and signal processing concepts to a simple one-degree of
freedom micropositioning system with a piezoelectric actuator shows that the actuator’s
performance in terms of the control error improves by up to one order of magnitude in
comparison to the uncontrolled operation of the system.
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1. Introduction
Mechatronics is the synergetic integration of mechanical engineering with electronics
and intelligent computer control via sensors and actuators in the design and manufacture
of products and processes. The embedded intelligence may vary from programmed behavior to self organization and learning. Its key function is measuring the characteristic
process quantities with sensors, which are then sent to the electronic information processing module. Actuators, on the other hand, are connectors between the information
processing part of process control and the mechanical process and have therefore a key
function similar to that of the sensors.

Whereas up to now, actuators and sensors in most cases have been separately implemented and integrated into a mechanical structure, the use of solid-state transducers
based on piezoelectric, electrostrictive and magnetostrictive materials permits the integration of actuator and sensor technology within one single component. The coexisting
actuator and sensor properties of the active material are the basis for this multifunctionality. The intrinsic sensing property of the solid-state actuator results in a dependence of
the electrical quantity on the mechanical load, which is thermodynamically dual to the
electrical control quantity. In piezoelectric and electrostrictive actuators, the thermodynamically dual quantity which contains the sensory information is given by the electrical charge q if voltage U is controlled and by the electrical voltage U if charge q is
controlled.
Accordingly, the sensory information in magnetostrictive actuators with current control
is provided by the magnetic flux φ through the magnetostrictive material, and in those
with flux control it is provided in the coil current I . In order to give a uniform notation,
the electrical control quantity will be represented by the electrical input parameter X ,
whereas the thermodynamically dual electrical quantity which contains the sensory information will be represented by the electrical output parameter y .
Ideal solid-state actuator: According to Figure 1, an ideal solid-state actuator has the
function of transforming the desired displacement sd given by the superior control system into the actual displacement s without regarding the current mechanical load situation described by the physical quantity force F . A further goal is to feed back the mo-
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mentary load situation, which is dominant at the mechanical interface between the actuator and the mechanical structure, to the superior control system in the form of the
reconstructed force Fr and the reconstructed displacement sr during actuator operation.
In that sense, the actuator represents a bidirectional interface between the information
processing part of process control and the mechanical process. In addition to the precise
implementation of control tasks, it also allows implementing such functions as adjusting, diagnosing and controlling in the superior control system.
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Conventional solid-state actuator: The conventional solid-state actuator consists of
the sub-systems conventional feedforward controller, power electronics and solid-state
transducer, see Figure 2a. By means of the desired displacement sd , the conventional
feedforward controller consisting of a rate-independent, linear transfer-characteristic
with a constant ks produces an electrical input signal X i for the power electronics. The
power electronics, consisting of a controlled voltage, charge, current or magnetic flux
source, generates the energy carrying output signal X for the solid-state transducer
from the information carrying electrical input signal X i . The solid-state transducer
transforms the electrical energy signal X into a displacement s against a force F .
However, even in quasi-static operation the actual displacement and desired displacement usually do not correspond.

Figure 1: Process control of mechatronic systems with ideal actuators

Internal imperfections - such as complex hysteretic nonlinearities described by the operator Γ A in Figure 2 - and external influences - such as load reactions via the surrounding mechanical structure - are the main reasons for the deviation between the desired and actual values. The former imperfection provokes ambiguities between the input and output of the transducer; the latter one causes an additional deviation in the actual displacement from the desired value due to the finite stiffness of the solid-state
transducer.
Intelligent solid-state actuator: According to general usage, solid-state actuators are
called intelligent when their transfer characteristic is determined by a functionally allocated and electronically integrated “intelligence”, if necessary, with sensor support.
Such intelligent actuators can recognize deviations from the desired transfer characteristic, which result from the hysteretic nonlinearities as well as from load feedback, and
correct them automatically. The position controlled actuator in Figure 2b is an example
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of such an actuator type. With this principle, the compensation of internal imperfections
and external disturbances is achieved by a linear controller GR , which receives information about the actuator output from an external displacement sensor.
With the reconstruction of force by means of the inverse filter Γ A−1 , it is possible in
this case to give feedback about the actuator’s current load situation to the superior control system. An electrical circuit for the measurement of the electrical quantity X is
necessary for the implementation of this additional function. Such an electrical measurement circuit is usually an element of the power electronics. The actuator concept in
Figure 2c is sometimes used in piezoelectric transducers.
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It has clearly a higher measure of integration. In this case, some of the stack’s ceramic
disks in Figure 3 are used as sensors in order to measure the force, whereas the major
part of the stack operates purely as an actuator. For the accurate measurement of the
force, the hysteretic transfer characteristic of the integrated sensor must be compensated
within the electronic signal processing part by an inverse filter Γ S−1 . In this case, the
displacement can be reconstructed with the filter Γ A from the electrical quantity
X and the measured force F . Hysteretic nonlinearities and loading feedback emerging
during actuator operation can be compensated by implementing the inverse filter Γ A−1 .

Figure 2: Bidirectional actuator concepts with a growing measure of integration
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Self-sensing solid-state actuator: The self-sensing solid-state actuator shown in Figure 2d has the highest measure of integration and the simplest and thus economical construction. However, its bidirectional function requires also the most complex mathematical and electronic signal processing unit. Characteristic of self-sensing actuators is
the simultaneous utilization of actuator and sensor properties of the active material. In
contrast to the intelligent concepts in Figure 2b and Figure 2c, they have a power electronics which contains the electronic circuits for measuring the given electrical quantity
X and the dual electrical quantity y carrying the sensory information.
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The central function of the signal processing unit, which is responsible for the bidirectional function, is in this case the linearization and decoupling of both sensor and actuator operation. Especially the decoupling of both sensor and actuator operation for force
and displacement reconstruction according to Figure 2d is the main difference to the
intelligent actuator concepts depicted in Figures 2b and 2c. In the former case the output
y of the sensory path is strongly influenced by the driving quantity X of the solid-state
transducer and must be regarded as an external disturbance for the sensor operation.
This is shown in the right block in Figure 2d. In the latter cases the output y of the sensor path is not influenced by the driving quantity X of the solid-state transducer.
Therefore in these cases a model-based decoupling of the sensor and actuator operation
is not necessary.
2. Solid-state Transducers

Solid-state transducers are elements whose behavior is based on the properties of crystalline bodies, e.g. piezoelectric, magnetostrictive and electrostrictive materials and
shape memory alloys. Because of the limited space, the following explanations will
merely go into the first two mentioned types of solid-state transducers.
2.1. Piezoelectric Transducers

Principle: Certain crystals, as for example quartz, which have no center of symmetry
with regard to the positive and negative crystalline ion in the lattice, show a physical
interaction between the mechanical force and the electrical charge. This effect is called
a direct piezoelectric effect and forms the basis for sensor constructions. If, however, an
electrical voltage is applied to the piezoelectric material, the thickness will change due
to the so-called inverse piezoelectric effect. This property allows the construction of
actuators. Nowadays, ceramic, polycrystalline materials, e.g. lead-zirconate-titanate, are
mainly used.
Due to their strong piezoelectric effect, these materials are employed for the production
of transducers and can be fabricated in the shape of sheets or disks up to a thickness of
several millimeters. In contrast to piezoelectric transducers, electrostrictive transducers
exhibit with equal displacements and forces a quadratic dependence of strain on the
electrical field strength. The Curie temperature of electrostrictive materials in use till
now, is the temperature above which electromechanical coupling does not occur, lies
within the range of room temperature. Therefore in contrast to piezoelectric transducers,
electrostrictive transducers are currently of little practical importance.
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Construction: In the most prevalent construction, the transducer’s active part consists
of a multiplicity of thin ceramic disks with metallic electrodes for applying the operating voltage, see Figure 3. The disks are stacked up and affixed to each other in pairs
with alternating polarization and are then hermetically sealed against external influences
(stack design, translator). Due to this stack design the the single ceramic disks work
mechanically in series and thus generate with the same electrical voltage amplitude a
much higher displacement as a single disc. A mechanical pre-stress, which can be applied using a screw and a slotted tube spring, allows the transducer to be used for tension as well as compressive forces.

Figure 3: Piezoelectric stack transducer: a) Construction, b) electromechanical equivalent circuit diagram and amplitude responses of actuator and sensor transfer characteristic in small signal operation

Large-signal characteristic: The voltage-induced displacement s and the polarization
charge q of a piezoelectric transducer are composed of a linear and a hysteretic part and
display the rate independent branching characteristic as shown in Figure 4. Loading the
transducer mechanically causes also a displacement and polarization in the ceramic. The
consequence is a change in displacement s and in polarization charge q . This is recognizable by means of the curves in Figure 4, which are parameterized by different loads.
Operation region and operating point: The maximum achievable displacement of
piezoelectric ceramics is limited by saturation and depolarization. In practice, usually
only the operating region of the displacement-voltage characteristic which is greyshaded in Figure 4 is employed. For special applications, it is also possible to expand
the operating region to the light grey-shaded area.
However, the negative operating voltage may not exceed about 30% of the maximum
voltage, as otherwise an electrical repolarization will occur. In order to achieve bipolar
operation of the piezoelectric transducer, the transducer is electrically biased by a constant voltage at about half of its operating range. The mechanical operating point is
given by the mechanical pre-stress of the material in the transducer casing.
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Figure 4: Typical hysteretic characteristics of a piezoelectric stack transducer for different loads with marked operating regions and operating points

Small-signal equivalent circuit diagram: During small-signal operation, the piezoelectric transducer displacement s and polarization charge q display merely voltage- and
force-induced components. Subsequently, its transfer characteristic can be described by
the electromechanical equivalent circuit diagram, shown in Figure 3.
Accordingly, the input of a piezoelectric transducer can be considered as an electrical
capacitor with the capacitance C and its output as a mechanical spring with the stiffness c . As in reality C is always lossy and c has always a mass, the amplitude response
U / F of the piezoelectric transducer has a definite lower cut-off frequency f u and a
mechanically determined natural frequency f 0 for an open electrical port ( I = 0 ), and

the amplitude response s / U has a mechanically determined natural frequency f 0 for
an open mechanical port ( F = 0 ).
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